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he laws that guide
the delivery of special
education services in the United States
have changed significantly over the
years in how they envision one central
tenet: the requirement that states provide a “free appropriate public education” (FAPE) for all qualified students
with disabilities between the ages of 3
and 21.
Education for All
Handicapped Children Act
Within the 1975 Education for All
Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA),
Congress originally conceived of FAPE
as a procedural process for ensuring
that parents and school personnel
worked together to develop and implement the individualized education
programs (IEP) of students in special
education. While the initial legislation
focused on ensuring that educational
services were provided (the procedures), it did not define FAPE in a way
that considered educational progress or
meaningful benefit (the substance).
In the ensuing years, numerous
court cases explored and clarified the
substantive aspects of FAPE necessary
for a child with a disability to “benefit
educationally” from the provision of
special educational services. Subsequent legal interpretations of FAPE,
however, did not provide guidance for
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educators or parents regarding the “provision of a specific level of education,”
nor did these cases seek to address issues
of “equality” of educational opportunity
for children with disabilities. In addition, the provision of FAPE under the
“some educational benefit” standard
often resulted in IEP teams making educational placements that were separate
from regular educational settings or
designing educational programs that
were independent of the general education curriculum.
During the late 1980s and early
1990s, follow-up studies were conducted on the performance and outcomes of
children with disabilities as they progressed through school and transitioned
into postsecondary education and employment. The results of these studies
were disappointing and raised questions
concerning the need for children with
disabilities to experience a more “meaningful benefit” or an equal educational
opportunity from the special education
services they received. A number of
court cases during this period further
validated the questions raised by these
studies; these cases began expanding the
interpretation of FAPE to include the
provision of “meaningful educational
benefit” or meaningful educational
progress or growth. Other cases explored
FAPE language as linked to meaning-

ful benefit of instruction, inclusion in
the general education curriculum, and
access to opportunities provided to
students without special needs.
FAPE and the Reauthorizations
EAHCA was reauthorized as the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) in 1997 and as the
Individuals with Disabilities Education
Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA).
Those 1997 and 2004 reauthorizations
changed the focus of the law—away
from just providing for basic access
to an education and toward creating
Context continued, page 6
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As we enter the new school year,
we have many things to do. One of
the most important tasks this year
for all educators is to help students
with disabilities participate in general
education as much as possible. The
general education environment—the
core environment—provides the best
access to the content that all students
are expected to learn.
We have a unique opportunity to
be a part of the work of implementing the newly adopted common core
standards in California. We will need
to contribute our best ideas regarding
appropriate accommodation that can
Fred Balcom, Director
be used in classroom instruction and
assessment to ensure that all students
California Department of Education
are benefiting from these standards.
Special Education Division
We also need to ensure the meaningful participation of students with disabilities in the large-scale assessment that all students must take.
This issue of The Special EDge provides several perspectives on how
to accomplish this important task of full participation. Dr. Robert
Stodden gives us an overview of the history and potential of coordinated efforts between special education and general education. We
get the federal perspective from Alexa Posny, Assistant Secretary for
the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS),
and a description of the state-level coordinated efforts between special
education and general education within the California Department
of Education. Dixon High School is highlighted as an example of
successful efforts to implement response to intervention (RtI), one
method to assist students to be successful in the general education
environment.
This issue also includes the Advisory Commission on Special Education’s annual report. I encourage you to read about the activities of the
commission during this past year. I have found their input and insight
invaluable as we have wrestled with many issues. Their continuing
effort to understand the statewide needs of students with disabilities
requires your input, as well.
Finally, the legislature and the governor have eliminated portions
of Chapter 26.5 of the Government Code that mandated coordinated
services with county mental health agencies. We will continue to
work with stakeholder groups to collectively develop appropriate
policies and practices to ensure that the educationally related needs
of these students are met and that they have continual access to appropriate services.
The year ahead promises to be full of challenges, but together we
will be able meet them and to continue to improve special education
services to all California’s students with disabilities. u
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Statewide Coordinated Efforts

General and Special Education Work Together

W

hen schools fail to
make adequate yearly
progress (AYP),1 some
educators and parents
are tempted to see special education
as the culprit. “After all,” one line of
argument runs, “special education has
mostly kids with learning disabilities.
They must be the ones driving down
our scores!”
This kind of scrutiny is generally
misguided, since students with disabilities are almost never the single or
direct cause of a school’s lack of academic progress. However, a closer look
at this group of students may actually
be warranted when a school’s scores are
low—although for reasons other than
the obvious.
Students with disabilities often serve
as “the canary in the coal mine.” Along
with the other categories of students
who are academically at risk—such as
students who live in poverty or those
whose first language is not English—
these students are more susceptible to
the fallout of academic and instructional inadequacies. They typically need
more focused and intense instruction,
sometimes at a slower pace. When
these kinds of interventions are not
provided as part of the general curriculum, more students end up deficient
in basic skills and then, ultimately,
labeled with a disability. In addition,
the percentages of some categories of
students receiving special education
services may point to systemic assessment and placement problems. Disproportionate representation of certain
groups in special education may point
to a pattern of school staff too quickly
assuming that a student has a learning
disability, for example, when the source
if the problem actually may be cultural
or socioeconomic.
1. AYP is required by the Elementary and Secondary Education Act’s (ESEA) reauthorization, the
No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB).
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The benefit of investigating the
cause of low student achievement lies in
knowing where to make improvements:
refining instructional skills among
teachers and paraprofessionals; introducing new schoolwide systems, such as
positive behavioral supports (PBS); engaging in other graduated interventions
for underperforming students, such as
response to intervention (RtI); or taking
more dramatic approaches, including
school restructuring and alternative
governance. Addressing many of the
problems with “first instruction in the
general curriculum” will help to remedy
some of the problems that occur in special education: the over-identification of
certain ethnic groups, the large numbers

of children who are given questionable “learning disabilities” labels, and
the subsequent funding problems that
schools face when their special education enrollments are high while their
funding for specialized supports and
services is limited. California educators, researchers, and policy makers
at all levels understand the primary
role that “first instruction in the general curriculum” plays in the academic
success of all children. Throughout
the state, a great deal is being done to
reposition special education within the
context of general education and to diminish the instructional and economic

inefficiencies of two separately operating systems.
Disproportionate Representation
The State Performance Plan Technical Assistance (SPP-TA) Project has
developed a system of support to help
districts address the disproportionate
representation of certain ethnic minorities in special education. While this
project is funded by special education and the issue of disproportionate
representation reflects special education
data, extensive research shows disproportionality to be an outcome of practices in general education. Any solution must include the improvement of
basic general education and a systemwide effort for general education and
special education to work together.
The process of developing this
system has been as collaborative as
the solution it promotes. Representatives from California’s State Board of
Education, parent training and information centers, and numerous other
stakeholder groups have taken a central
role in advising and directing an effort
that has resulted in a plan for “systems
change that is designed to provide
LEA [local education agency, or school
district] and school improvement
teams with the knowledge and technical expertise they need to develop a
thorough understanding of problems,
issues, and concerns in their schools,
and what needs to be done to address
them.”2
The reason for this particular focus is
simple. In 2004, the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act charged
states with finding remedies for disproportionality. The SPP-TA plan constitutes California’s remedy. But school
improvement is like the proverbial
CDE continued, page 4
2. CDE Guidance Document on Disproportionality,
p. 18. For an extensive list of resources on
disproportionality, go to www.cde.ca.gov/
sp/se/qa/disproportionality.asp.
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thread on a sweater—you start pulling on one small section only to find
the entire garment affected. Knowing
this, the national experts who helped
to design the plan called for a comprehensive approach that supports the improvement of the entire system. When
fully applied, this approach is capable
of addressing any systemic deficiency;
and, conversely, any deficiency that is
addressed using this approach will have
a positive effect on the entire system.
Special Education with Other
Categorical Programs
Special education and the numerous
programs funded under the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
target the learning needs of students.
Although special education funding
focuses at the student level while many
ESEA programs focus at the school
and district levels, local collaborations
can help bridge sometimes isolated
categorical program activities. And
diminishing dollars are encouraging
districts and schools to find creative
ways to work around roadblocks to
leverage funds.
The California Department of
Education (CDE) District and School
Improvement Division works with
districts and county offices of education receiving Title I funds. When
the schools and districts receiving
these funds fail to make AYP for three
years, they become subject to Program
Improvement (PI).3 Laura Wagner,
ESEA liaison in the division, reported
that CDE works with county offices
and other technical assistance providers
to help schools and districts take a systemic look at their programs. The effort begins with an analysis of student
achievement data and then moves on
to analyses of other district structures:
governance, curriculum and instruction, use of data, allocation of human
and fiscal resources, parent involvement, and professional development.
3. Program Improvement: a status given to
Title I schools that do not make AYP. These
schools are subject to corrective action measures.
4
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These analyses also focus on the
district culture for supporting groups of
students who are struggling, and they
involve a series of probing questions
related to how these students are being
taught: What is their access to highquality first instruction in the general
curriculum? To what extent are they
receiving scaffolded intervention support? To what extent are those students
who are in need of support for learning

Regional System of District
and School Support (RSDSS)
The RSDSS helps schools and
districts that receive Title I funds
meet the state’s academic content standards. California uses a
regional approach for this work
because of the vast number of
schools and districts in the state.
More information about the
Statewide System of School Support is at www.cde.ca.gov/sp/sw/
ss/. Contact information for all
of the RSDSS centers in the state
is at www.cde.ca.gov/sp/sw/ss/
s4directory.asp.
English actually receiving that support? These questions are all predicated
on the conviction that special education assessment and placement are to
be reserved only for those students for
whom high-quality instruction in the
general education setting seems insufficient, or insufficient without targeted,
special education support.
Rebecca Wetzel, a consultant in the
Regional System of District and School
Support (RSDSS) in Los Angeles sees
“a great deal of overlap between Title
I and special education.” However,
in her more than ten years of work in
RSDSS, Wetzel says, “many people see
these two categorical programs as existing in strict silos. But while the silos
still exist, we are working to break
those down.” For her, any effort that
allows children with disabilities to take
advantage of Title I money is partly an
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issue of justice: “In Title I schools, all
children who go to that school, including children with disabilities, earn
those Title I dollars.” It is also an issue
of efficiency. “We need to take advantage of all services and supports before
we start thinking that a child has a
disability and might need special education,” says Wetzel. “It is a process of
changing habits and patterns. However,
when funding gets tight, the whole
silo mentality gets to work, and people
then tend to parcel out their resources
rather than leverage them. And leverage is what we need to be doing to best
serve kids. It’s not fiscally smart to do
otherwise.
“In our work in RSDSS, we look
at systems that are causing groups of
kids not to achieve. We look at which
student groups are not being given access to the core curriculum. We look at
what practices need to be addressed and
at how students are being assessed, and
we look at what needs are not being
met within general education. We then
provide extra supports based on need.
This is actually what RtI is about, and
this is what we do.
“There is much misunderstanding
about RtI. Too many educators see it
as a rigid system of assessment and paperwork that still requires a kid to fail
first. They see it as just another kind of
special education. This misunderstanding is unfortunate. RtI is ‘just in time’
intervention in general education that
responds to the needs of kids before
they fail.”
Sanger USD
A number of school districts in the
state have seen unquestionable success in their efforts to incorporate
an RtI process while bringing every
resource—general education and special education—to bear on serving all
students. The Sanger Unified School
District offers one example.
In 2004, seven of Sanger’s schools
were in Program Improvement—
among the first of 98 schools throughout the state to experience this status.
According to Matthew Navo, Director
of Pupil Services, “we knew we needed
Summer 2011
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to change the way we did things. And
we knew we couldn’t afford to wait.”
So Sanger went on to restructure the
way it provided services, especially how
general education and special education
worked together. One of the first things
the district did in this restructuring
effort was to apply “for all of our Title
I schools to have a ‘schoolwide’ Title I
designation,” says Navo. “This allowed
us to use all of our Title I money for all

Professional Learning
Communities
Sanger learned about Professional Learning Communities
from Rick and Becky DuFour,
who say that, “to build a professional learning community, focus
on learning rather than teaching,
work collaboratively, and hold
yourself accountable for results.”
Read more at www.allthing
splc.info/pdf/articles/DuFour
WhatIsAProfessionalLearning
Community.pdf.

Guidance on Response to
Intervention
Sanger used CDE’s guidance to
implement RtI. For more information, go to www.cde.ca.gov/
ci/cr/ri/rtiresources.asp.

Sanger Webinar
An archived Webinar featuring Matt Navo’s discussion of
Sanger’s approach to wholeschool reform is available
through WestEd’s Schools Moving Up: www.schoolsmovingup.
net/cs/smu/view/e/4860.
of our students, regardless of whether
they were English language learners
(ELLs), had disabilities, or were simply
general ed kids struggling to read.”
The district then spent a good deal
of its money on sustained professional
development, which was provided to
The Special EDge
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all of Sanger’s teachers. When six of
Sanger’s eight Title I schools received
Academic Achievement Awards for
2010–2011 Navo ascribed that success
to the professional development that
was paid for by the combined dollars
and that focused on three areas: professional learning communities (PLCs); explicit, direct instruction (EDI); and RtI.
Navo says that the PLCs created
teams of teachers committed to continually improving their efforts, and the
EDI “strengthened and enhanced the
‘tier 1’4 delivery of classroom instruction. RtI, in Navo’s opinion, is the
“easiest and most effective way to reach
the needs of all students. It replaces the
‘wait to fail’ model and makes the system more proactive and less reactive.”
RtI in particular, says Navo, “cannot be
effective without special education and
general education working together.”
While not every Title I school has
the option of applying for the “schoolwide” designation, Navo sees a focus on
professional development as one way
for any Title I school to skirt categorical funding restrictions and thus blend
resources in the service of all children.
“You combine your money to train all
teachers. Then all kids benefit, especially when you’re putting in place research-based practices. You get beyond
bureaucratic roadblocks and end up
creating relationships across categories.
This has worked well for us.”
The Importance of Data
“Creating relationships across categories” can be as important with data
as it is with people. Schools need data
to know how to plan, what is working, and where they need to improve.
Important funding sources also may
require monitoring data if a school,
district, or the state is to receive those
funds. However, data gathering, planning requirements, and monitoring
efforts can be cumbersome and overwhelming.
CAIS—the California Accountability
and Improvement System—is being
4. RtI is most often implemented in three
tiers of gradually more intensive interventions to support student success.

jointly developed by CDE and the
California Comprehensive Assistance
Center (CA CC) at WestEd to remedy
some of the challenges associated with
data. CAIS is an integrated, Webenabled, whole-school planning and
monitoring tool. According to Fred
Tempes, director of the CA CC, “the
goal of the planning function in CAIS
is to eliminate multiple plans and
to create a system that supports one

California
Comprehensive Center
CCC Web site: www.wested.
org/cs/we/view/pj/446.

Comprehensive School
Assistance Program
CSAP Web site: www.wested.
org/cs/we/view/pg/23.
district improvement plan. We say
plans are integrated now, but only
because they’re stapled together.”
As Sylvie Hale, who leads the CA
CC support of CAIS, explains it, “currently if a child qualifies for Title I,
ELL, migrant, and special education
services, that child will require four
different plans that are not coordinated
or integrated. In some cases, the staff
members serving that child don’t even
talk to each other. That is the nature
of the funding streams. CAIS is being
developed as one place where schools
and districts describe what they are
going to do and identify where it applies—resulting in a single rather than
multiple plans.
“The underlying premise of CAIS
does not involve trying to duplicate the
paper-based processes. Some of these
processes are broken; most of them are
inefficient and contribute to the silo
mentality; and all of them are hard to
monitor and duplicate effort. And they
limit participation.”
Monitoring
The planning function in CAIS is
currently being piloted. Its monitoring
side, however, is already being used by
CDE continued, page 6
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general education. “CAIS allows external reviewers to go online and do
many compliance checks without having to travel to the district,” explains
Tempes, who also hopes through CAIS
to provide a way for “schools and districts not to get distracted by compliance monitoring.” His hope is that
CAIS will ultimately give schools more
time to implement—and make them
more accountable for implementing—
effective practices.
Given the system’s potential, special
education personnel would like to take
advantage of CAIS. According to Chris
Drouin, manager at the California Department of Education’s Special Education Division, “the core functionality of
CAIS lies in the inherent relationship
between districts and the state. CAIS
is well-suited to interacting around
correction and to streamlining these
efforts, and it is amendable to our local
plan process.”
Special education participation in
CAIS, however, is far from easy, according to both Drouin and Tempes. “Special ed has very specific requirements,”
explains Tempes. “It’s a complicated
process that involves student-level data,
assurances, school visits, complaint and
adjudication processes, and sometimes
even cross-district efforts. We are helping the [special education] division
examine its responsibilities for compliance monitoring in general and to look
at the various parts to determine what
part of special education can be best
addressed using CAIS.” The task is
complicated. In Tempes’ words, “Hard
to describe; harder to do.”
The complexity of the process does
not appear to be dissuading either CDE
or WestED, since CAIS is reflective of a
larger effort at CDE to develop ways for
schools to focus on educational results
rather than compliance in their planning efforts—and to include special
education in the total picture.
Planning Across Systems
“Currently, the requirements and
the critical program elements of special
6
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education services are not included in
the LEA plan,” says Sharon Tucker,
Senior Program Associate at WestEd.
“We would like to help change that and
to develop conversations about integrating all services.” Tucker and others have
been meeting with representatives from
Title I, Title II, Title III and special
education for more than five years,
“trying to come up with an integrated
LEA plan,” she says. The intent is to
make the LEA plan “one that does not
get caught up in compliance but that
supports real teachers who are operating in real schools and who do not see
kids in categories; they see kids as kids.
Individuals.”
One of the questions that Tucker and
her colleagues are asking is “How can
we strengthen LEA plans so that they
have as much to do with outcomes as
input?” In her view, too many plans—
in both general and special education—
are “still all about input, about adult
behavior: what programs are in place,
what services are provided, how many
teachers attend an in-service. We want
an LEA plan that focuses more on what
students are achieving and learning.
And if kids are not doing well, let’s have
action plans for solving that.”
Referring to the effort to coordinate
previously separate programs, Tucker
says that this initial stage of “planning
will require people to drop individual
agendas and bring their best thinking to the table. It forces people to sit
down and talk.” She acknowledges that
“it might be a painful process at first.
Down the road it will be easier. And we
certainly don’t want to get caught up in
developing great plans if there is no way
to ensure their implementation. What
technology [and CAIS] can do is help
us monitor how a program was implemented and if it was done with fidelity.
Then we can measure success in terms
of student outcomes.”
We value what we count. And the
way we keep score ultimately influences
the way we do business. Any plan or initiative that insists that all kids count—
and that all kids are counted—is worth
every effort. u
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opportunities for improved educational
achievement for students with disabilities. The law contained language that
provided specific guidance to school
officials and parents regarding that
“meaningful benefit,” while seeking to
maintain the individualized character
of education for children with disabilities. The following components were
introduced in the 1997 reauthorization
and were further defined and expanded
in 2004:
1. An assessment process that was
aligned with measurable annual goals
and that supported documentation of
the student’s ongoing progress toward
desired outcomes. Such goals would
inform the IEP teams that anticipated
outcomes were being met and that
students were advancing appropriately toward desired standards.
2. Improvement in the quality of educational outcomes by ensuring that
students with disabilities participate
and progress within the general
education curriculum and thus be
more likely to meet the educational
standards set for children without
special needs.
3. An increase in expectations as
a means to improve educational
results for children with disabilities
in a manner that promotes equality
of opportunity, full participation,
independent living, and economic
self-sufficiency.
The need to realize the “meaningful
educational benefit” intent of FAPE for
children with disabilities was further
clarified in the “Findings” section of
the 2004 IDEIA reauthorization: to
ensure high expectations “by creating access to the general education
curriculum in the regular classroom,
to the maximum extent possible;” by
“meeting developmental goals” and
“the challenging expectations that have
been established for all children;” and
by “preparing children with disabilities
to lead productive and independent
adult lives, to the maximum extent
possible” [IDEIA: 1400 (c)(4)].
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This legislative guidance required
administrators and teachers to refocus on how IEP teams would ensure
meaningful outcomes from educational
programming. Given this legislative
guidance, significant new demands
were placed on all administrators and
educators working with students with
disabilities. In addition to the need
for all teachers and administrators to
understand the meaning of FAPE and
the shift from access to educational
benefit, these demands also included
the following:
• Looking to the general education
curriculum as the standard for all.
• Focusing on improved outcomes for
students with disabilities and not
just on process.
• Supporting students with disabilities to obtain results in elementary
and secondary school and to have
access to postsecondary education
and employment.
These changes in IDEA also required all teachers and administrators
to know how to gather and use formative evaluation data to monitor student
progress and improve instructional
practice. Finally, they required all administrators and teachers to participate
in meaningful and sustained professional development activities that
clearly communicated the roles and
responsibilities of everyone supporting
the needs of all students in core general
education subjects.
Implications
When proposing the changes in
1997 and 2004, the intent of Congress
was not to add additional burden or
cost to schools as they sought to “more
appropriately” serve children with
disabilities. Instead, the intent was
to guide the development of efficient
and effective models of collaboration between general education and
special education to reduce the cost
of such services, with the net impact
of improving educational outcomes
for children with disabilities. Under
the current economic conditions that
The Special EDge
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require budget cuts and reductions in
personnel and other resources, there
is a clear need to ensure that school
districts not view implementing the
legislative intent of these reauthorizations as a mandate for another new
program to be added to the list of
current programs on the books. Thus,
the role of the State Education Agency
(SEA) and Special Education Local Plan
Areas (SELPAs) is to help districts and
schools view the changes as a guidepost
for initiating a process to improve the
way schools approach teaching and
learning, rather than as extra layers
of required services, personnel, and
programs.
Significant work has been done to
develop various approaches to improve
how general educators and special educators approach teaching and learning.
Such models require changes in the
ways administrators, general educators, and special educators think about
the children in their schools and the
ways they work together to provide
high-quality learning experiences for
all children, including students with
disabilities. As administrators and
educators seek to address the needs of
an increasingly diverse student population, they are further challenged by
the need to establish higher expectations for student learning and greater
accountability on the part of everyone
involved in the process.
Response to Intervention
One approach proposed for achieving these changes is response to
intervention (RtI), a multi-tiered,
problem-solving process that schools
and teachers can use to address the
academic and behavioral challenges of
all students. Underlying RtI is the presumption that general and special education teachers share responsibility in
the learning outcomes for all students.
Thus, general and special education
also will share in RtI’s success.
RtI typically involves four components: universal screening; progress
monitoring; data-driven instructional
decision making; and fidelity of implementation. These four components are

used within a framework of levels/tiers
of support for students and for teachers
to organize and deliver increasing levels
of instructional intensity and duration.
All four components also serve as a way
to build a shared knowledge base from
which general and special educators can
work together to address each student’s
individual learning needs.
There are numerous ways for all
teachers to provide high-quality, standards-based instruction within a tier 1
or “core” curriculum that is matched to
students’ academic needs (Utley, 2011).
These might include (1) a framework
to unpack, or deconstruct, content
standards that permit all students to
access the general education curriculum;
(2) ongoing, quality assessments that
guide decisions about the effectiveness
of instruction; and (3) an array of instructional strategies that match clearly
articulated learning outcomes and
that are implemented with complete
fidelity. These strategies might include
scaffolding or differentiated instruction—essentially any approach that is
grounded in general education and provided to all K–12 learners. Additional
strategies that arise from special education include modeling and systematic
prompts.
Tier 2 consists of more targeted and
precise strategies for K–12 learners who
need additional support to be successful
in school. Finally, examples of the most
intensive, individualized strategies (tier
3) are often provided with the assistance
of specialized personnel.
Working Together—New Roles
Any “whole school” initiative, such as
RtI, that is focused on doing things differently may result in different roles for
many educators. Thus, significant collaboration and commitment is required
by nearly everyone, and school personnel focused on teacher quality and effectiveness will need to seek different ways
to connect K–12 student learning to
what teachers know and do. Although
the research in this area is complex,
some of the factors currently linked to
teacher quality include the following:
Context, continued page 8
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• Dispositions (e.g., teachers’
unshakeable belief in the ability
of all children to learn)
• Persistence
• Knowledge of content
• Knowledge of pedagogy (both
general as well as subject-specific)
When these factors make up the
shared knowledge base for both general
and special educators and administrators, and when they all share the
responsibility for educating all of our
students, the roles and duties traditionally held by each should change and
blend, consistent with the lists below.

Summary
The legislation associated with
educating students with disabilities has
changed over time, as has its intent.
This change has altered the provision
of FAPE from basic access to education
to meaningful educational benefit. It is
a shift that requires extensive change
in the traditional roles of all educational personnel but most specifically
around the need for general and special
educators to collaborate in meeting the
learning and behavioral needs of all
students. This effort requires continually reevaluating how education is being delivered—under what conditions
and toward what outcomes.
RtI is being promoted as one model
that can effectively address a large

range of educational needs for diverse
populations within a framework of
making education meaningful for all
students. However, in order for RtI—or
any model—to be successful, educational personnel must have a shared vision and common understanding of the
process for achieving that vision so that
all students can thrive. u
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New Roles for Educators at All Levels
F o r S t a t e , D is t r ic t , a n d
S c h o o l A d m in is t r a t o r s

• Establishing and maintaining a
schoolwide vision of “all teachers
teach all students”
• Creating a structure or mechanism
within the school for all teachers
to interact and support each other
in addressing the needs of all students (professional learning
communities)
• Providing support for teachers to
work together in professional learning communities, academies, and
other co-teaching and instructional
arrangements
• Guiding the focus on data-driven
improvements at all levels of the
school and areas of instruction
• Reallocating personnel funding
and limited school resources in
support of general education and
special education teachers
working together in an
efficient and effective manner

F o r G e n e r a l E d u c a t io n
Te ach e rs

• As content experts, leading the discussion within their schools around
the components of RtI that are
content specific
• Initiating, planning, and conducting universal screening of all
students
• Utilizing universal screening data
to guide teaching and learning
activities for all students
• Initiating and conducting student
progress monitoring for implementation with all students
• Making meaningful instructional
adjustments based upon ongoing
progress monitoring data
• Sharing data and student progress
with all other teachers and
making adjustments across
the curriculum

F o r S p e c ia l E d u c a t io n
Te ach e rs

• Participating as co-teachers with
general education teachers in core
subject areas
• Providing individualized supports
for all struggling learners in core
subject areas
• Providing expertise, specific to
special education, that supports
students (e.g., task analysis, applied
behavioral analysis, and classroombased reading fluency assessment)
• Sharing data and student progress
with all other teachers
• Assisting in making instructional
decisions that are informed by data
• Assisting in differentiating instruction and supporting the learning
needs of struggling learners

• Developing and implementing
a system of tiered professional
development supports for
all teachers in the district
or school
8
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OVERVIEW FROM THE CHAIR
During its 2010–2011 meeting year,
the Advisory Commission on Special
Education (ACSE) worked to address issues related to the education of
children with disabilities, particularly
that of ensuring all students of access
to a free and appropriate education in
the least restrictive environment. The
ACSE envisions and works toward a
day when all students, with and without individualized education programs,
receive the supports and accommodations they need to thrive in school.
Some students are currently receiving these kinds of supports, as seen in
the excellent programs that applied for
the GOAL award (page ii). Despite
budget challenges, these programs
remain flexible and creative in meeting
the needs of students with disabilities
in California.
However, the state’s budget challenges are causing a shift in the landscape of
special education. From stakeholders
across the state the ACSE has learned
how this financial crisis has forced

school districts to adopt innovative
and flexible means to meet the needs
of their students. These changes can
be both challenging and confusing to
stakeholders who are used to a traditional method of delivery and supports.
Yet if implemented with efficacy and
fidelity, innovative service delivery has
the potential to give students more
opportunities for participation and
greater educational success.
Unfortunately, unintended consequences have emerged from these
efforts to provide schools with greater
flexibility in how they serve students,
and there exists significant misunderstanding in the field, particularly
around specialized academic instruction (SAI, page iii), a misinterpretation
that in part comes from the inability
of some schools to provide appropriate
services with fewer resources, all the
while managing larger class sizes—another discouraging fallout of near-empty state coffers. As seen in the aftermath of the passage of Assembly Bill

3632 (page iii), a multitude of factors
influence special education funding
and service delivery.
And yet the past year has offered
important positive notes, in addition
to those related to the GOAL award.
The ACSE takes encouragement from
the headway being made in the state
to address measurable alternatives to
the California High School Exit Exam
(page iv), disproportionality (page v),
and the delivery of special education
services in charter schools (page v). The
attention being paid to early intervention and transition services for infants
and young children (page vi) could
significantly and positively influence
the lives of the children served; and
the state’s focus on parent and community involvement (page vi) stands as a
critical reminder that a child’s development and education are influenced by
multiple factors that, when working
effectively together, can create a world
where all children truly do thrive.
—Kristin Wright, ACSE Chair

The GOAL Award

The California Advisory Commission on Special Education created the GOAL Award in 2005–2006 through a generous contribution from film producer Brian Grazer, who donated $100,000 over a ten-year period to award programs
in the state that demonstrate exemplary practices in special education. GOAL—Grazer Outstanding Achievement in
Learning—celebrates both the programs that support California youths with disabilities and the professionals who serve
them. This year many excellent programs applied for the award, and ACSE is proud to announce the two GOAL winners
highlighted below. Both of these successful programs can be replicated. For more information about the Rocket Shop
Café, contact Ann M. Linville, Director of Transition Services, at alinville@csb-cde.ca.gov. For more information about
TRACE, contact Colleen Harmon, Resource Specialist, at charmon@sandi.net. The GOAL runners-up are featured at
www.calstat.org/infoAdditionalResources.html.

The Rocket Shop Café,
California School for the Blind

The Rocket Shop Café at the California School for the
Blind (CSB), Fremont, is an innovative, student-run business that integrates academic and career experiences for
students who are enrolled at CSB and preparing to transition into adult life. Begun in 2009, this program grew out
of a collaborative effort that faculty and students initiated
with the Business Enterprises Program-Youth Employment Program (BEP-YEP), with support from the California Department of Rehabilitation. BEP-YEP makes it
possible for individuals who are blind to study, train, and
job shadow successful business owners who are also blind.
Students work in the Rocket Shop Café selling food and
meals to students and visitors—including fortune cookies for the CSB’s Braille Fortune Cookie Company—and
school merchandise to parents and families. Students in
the program also learn to make and sell homemade dog
biscuits under the Good Dog Bakery label. This venture
teaches students some of the skills they would need to
run their own businesses. Students also practice a range of
job skills that will carry over to other work settings. The
Rocket Shop Café is a collaborative effort that includes
classroom teachers, technology specialists, job developers,
program assistants, and job coaches who work together to
ensure program quality and student success.  
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Transition Resources for Adult
Community Education (TRACE)

San Diego Transition Resources for Adult Community
Education (TRACE) is a community-based program of
support for young adults with disabilities, 18–22 years
of age, as they transition from public school into adult
life. The purpose of TRACE is to encourage students to
become as independent as possible and ensure that all
students, regardless of the severity of their disabilities,
can live, work, and participate in their communities. This
dynamic program has been in existence since 1987 and
currently serves 736 students in the San Diego Unified
School District.
Developed in cooperation with nationally recognized
scholars in the field of transition services, TRACE uses a
person-centered approach, which enables students to be
directly involved in planning their own futures. A key
component of TRACE is the development of transition
goals across six “life domains”: adult education, vocation,
recreation/leisure, self-advocacy, community, and domestic
skills. A wide range of services are available to TRACE
students: psychological, medical, language, and recreational. All TRACE students participate in job training, and
they work in at least one job each semester. A major goal
of TRACE is to place its students successfully in competitive employment by the time they leave the program.
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Legislation

Programs and Policy

Priorities and AB 3632

Special Education Service Delivery

The ACSE legislative priorities for 2010–2011 included
School reform initiatives are transforming how special
providing high-quality special education services to all
education services are provided to students with disabilistudents with disabilities, including those in charter schools ties. At several ACSE meetings, stakeholder groups shared
and other settings; securing adequate funding for programs
concerns about the struggles school districts are having
with budget constraints while
and services for students with disimplementing changes in the
abilities; reducing class sizes and
delivery of appropriate special
caseloads in special education; and
Full Funding for Special Education
education instruction to stuensuring the rights of students with
California’s state representatives
dents with disabilities.
disabilities to statewide assessments
have mandated educational services for
Specialized academic instrucand accountability measures. Given
students with disabilities, and school
tion (SAI) is one of the new
the ACSE’s support of efforts to
districts are required to pay for these
models of service delivery that
maintain the excellence of Califorservices. Consequently, while special
districts are exploring. Both
nia’s special education programs, the
education services have to be provided,
stakeholders and commissioners
repeal of funding for Assembly Bill
other educational services are frequenthave described how these new
3632 was of particular concern to
ly short-changed.  
models are creating confusion
the commission.
In its advisory capacity, the ACSE
about what constitutes approPassed in 1986 and designed to
promotes the full funding of the
priate service delivery, and they
help agencies coordinate services to
Individuals with Disabilities Educahave raised particular concerns
students with disabilities, AB 3632
tion Act (IDEA). ACSE is concerned
about how SAI is being peroriginally made local school districts
about the quality of education for all
ceived and implemented in
responsible for providing counseling
students—general education as well as
the field.
and guidance services to students,
special education—and full funding
In response to these concerns,
and it made county mental health
for IDEA would help school districts
the ACSE recommended that
departments responsible for provideverywhere. If special education were
the CDE develop and issue a
ing mental health services. The cost
to receive its requisite funding, school
guidance document that exof these services has increased dradistricts would not find it necessary to
plains the continuum of special
matically in the intervening years.
deprive general education students of
education services for schoolIn October 2010, then-Governor
services and supports because of manage students with disabilities
Schwarzenegger eliminated funding
dated special education needs.
and clarifies the purposes of
for AB 3632 health services, while
The ACSE encourages anyone with
consultant teacher services,
suspending the mandate on couna stake in the quality of education in
resource specialist programs,
ties for the 2010–2011 fiscal year.
California to contact legislators and
specialized academic instrucWith county mental health agencies
policy makers, attend relevant meettion, integrated co-teaching
discontinuing or reducing their serings, and do whatever is possible to
services, and a variety of other
vices, Special Education Local Plan
make it known that full funding for
topics related to education
Areas (SELPAs) and school districts
special education benefits all students.  
programs for students with
(LEAs) often must pay for both
disabilities. The resulting docuresidential and outpatient costs, parment defines SAI as those instructional services in the IEP
ticularly when the originally promised services are written
that typically involve “adapting, as appropriate to the needs
into individualized education programs (IEPs).
While the proposed 2011–2012 budget provides money of the child with a disability, the content, methodology, or
delivery of instruction to ensure access of the child to the
for mental health services, it is unclear how these dollars
general curriculum” and that “meet the educational stanwill be appropriated. The ACSE is deeply concerned about
dards within the jurisdiction of the public agency that apply
the undue financial burden these legislative actions may
place on LEAs and SELPAs and even more concerned about to all children.”
The ACSE strongly believes that any new service delivery
how students with some of the most challenging disabilities
model should  focus on improving student achievement and
will fare while service and payment responsibilities remain
providing instruction in the least restrictive environment.
in question. The commission will continue to follow this
Given the importance of effective and appropriate service
issue and advise in any way that helps LEAs and SELPAs
delivery, the ACSE will continue to monitor this issue durdevelop collaborative approaches to meeting the needs of
ing 2011–2012.
these students.
ACSE
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The California High School Exit Exam and
Student Assessment

passing scores for eligible students with disabilities.
2. Establish an alternative score for the CMA as
quickly as possible, once performance levels in
During 2010–2011, the State Board of Education (SBE)
the CMA are set.
asked the ACSE to provide recommendations on the fol3. Pursue a field-based pilot study of the tier II alternalowing issues related to student testing:
tive. (There was no need to pilot the tier I alternatives,
1. The option of using scaled scores for the California
since the statistical work had been completed for the
Standards Test (CST) in English language arts (ELA)
CST and is scheduled to be completed on the CMA.)
and algebra as an alternative to the ELA and math4. Use the remaining funds allocated for the AB 2040
ematics sections of the California High School Exit
panel to design and implement the tier II pilot study.
Exam (CAHSEE) for eligible students with disabilities
ACSE chairperson Wright
(considered a tier I option).
presented these recommenda2. The option of using the Calitions to the SBE in March. Each
fornia Modified Assessment
Guidance on
recommendation was adopted,
(CMA) in ELA and algebra as
with one exception: the SBE
an alternative to the CAHSEE
Specialized Academic Instruction
adopted a scaled score of 300
for eligible students with disCDE provides guidance on SAI at
for the CST in ELA; the recomabilities (also considered a tier
www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/lr/saifaq.asp.
mended scaled score of 269 on
I option).
the CST algebra was adopted as
3. The option of using a stuequivalent.  
dent’s work, including
Resources
for
the
In its support of efforts to
standardized work samples,
California High School Exit Exam
help students with disabilities
to demonstrate the same level
demonstrate academic mastery,
of academic achievement that
• For general CAHSEE information, go
the ACSE views as particularly
is required for passing the
to www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/hs/faq.asp.
important these testing tiers
CAHSEE (considered a tier II
• For more information about the
being explored by the SBE, as
option).
CAHSEE exemption, go to www.cde.
well as the ways the CAHSEE
4. The feasibility of conducting
ca.gov/ta/tg/hs/cahseefaqexempt.asp.
interfaces with the CMA. The
a field-based pilot study of the
CDE’s current pilot study is
recommendations for tiers I
designed to determine how and
and II.
CAHSEE Tiers
to what extent a tiered alterna5. The appropriate use of the
tive approach will help to level
remaining funds allocated by
• For information about tier I and tier II
the playing field for students
AB 2040* to implement the
options, go to www.cde.ca.gov/be/
with disabilities. Currently, elipilot described above.
ag/ag/yr10/documents/jul10
gible students with disabilities
An ad hoc group of ACSE
item08a1.pdf.
exempted from taking the
are
commissioners worked with the
• For more about the SBE’s tiered
CAHSEE until July 1, 2012.
California Department of Educaapproach to the CAHSEE, go to
The ACSE realizes that,
tion (CDE) and SBE to develop
www.cde.ca.gov/be/mt/ms/index.asp
while
some approaches to an efa deeper understanding of the
and download the September 2010 and
fective
and fair assessment may
process and statistical approaches
January 2011 minutes.
be ideal, these approaches also
used to determine equivalent
may not be financially practiscaled scores on the CST. The
cal. However, to move forward with confidence in the
workgroups also examined tier II alternative programs
appropriateness of any approach to testing students with
used in other states.
disabilities, the state needs a more thorough and accurate
The group made the following recommendations:
system of data reporting. The ACSE supports California’s
1. Adopt scaled scores of 290 for the CST in ELA and
recent adoption of Common Core Standards, which gives
269 for the CST in algebra as alternative CAHSEE
the state the opportunity to practically and efficiently
align standards and instruction with accurate assessment.
* Assembly Bill 2040 required the creation of an
As it continues to work with CDE and SBE, the ACSE
advisory panel to recommend alternative means
is committed to providing students with disabilities an
for eligible students with disabilities to demonstrate
alternative, fair, and accurate means of demonstrating the
the same level of academic achievement as that
knowledge and skills necessary for high school graduation.
required for passing the CAHSEE.
iv
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Charter Schools

Because of the importance of maintaining a balance
The rapid growth of charter schools in California creates between flexibility and accountability within California’s
challenges for the state’s Special Education Local Plan Ar- schools, while ensuring that students with special needs
eas (SELPAs), and the ACSE is interested in how SELPAs
have high-quality options, the ACSE hopes that some of
are managing these challenges. In 2010, the California
these new initiatives may serve as models for how tradiState Board of Education decided to give charter schools
tional public schools and charter schools can work together
the ability to seek local education agency (LEA) status for to share expertise, services, funding, and decisions within
purposes of special education and to join a SELPA outside a single SELPA. The ACSE will continue to monitor with
of their geographic regions. Charter schools seeking greater interest charter school developments throughout the state.
autonomy in special education serDisproportionality
vice delivery and parity in funding
are exploring these new options.
The Individuals with DisCharter Schools
Another “charter first” involves
abilities Education Act requires
SELPAs themselves. The El Dostates and local education
Information about special educarado County Office of Education
agencies to take steps to address
tion compliance and other issues facing
Charter SELPA is the state’s first
the disproportionate representacharter schools is available at www.
out-of-geographic-area SELPA and
tion of certain racial and ethnic
cde.ca.gov/sp/cs/lr/cspecedmar04.asp.
first charter-only SELPA. Made up
groups in special education.
The California Charter Schools Asof more than 100 charter schools
In response, the ACSE invited
sociation
provides
information
about
from across the state, El Dorado
several educational entities to
starting a charter school at www.
Charter SELPA allows charter
provide updates of their studcalcharters.org/starting/.
schools to “effectively and effiies on this issue in California
ciently support the implementaschools.
A practical toolkit for both operation of appropriate and compliant
Consultants from the Calitors and authorizers of charter schools
special education services in charfornia Department of Education
is available at  https://www.sdcoe.net/
ter schools,” while maintaining
and members of the African
business2/dfs/charter/
greater control over their special
American Advisory Committee
Charter_Authorizers_Tool_
education funding and service
shared with ACSE the results of
Kit_Compilation_2011.pdf.
delivery.  
the research they had conducted
The Los Angeles Unified School
on the topic of disproportionalDistrict SELPA is addressing
ity. They recommend preventive
Disproportionality
the needs of its charter schools
measures, such as early screening
• For information about disproportionthrough various reorganizational
and appropriate instructional
ality in California public schools, go
efforts; LAUSD charters are now
interventions, to help educators
to www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/qa/disproable to choose among the folin general education meet the
portionality.asp.
lowing participatory options: (1)
needs of at-risk minority stu• For CDE guidance and numerous
operate as a “school of the district”
dents whose instructional needs
resources on disproportionality, go to  
in the District Operated Programs
are not always best met in spewww.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/qa/
department; (2) operate indepencial education programs. These
disproguidance.asp.
dently as part of the Charter Operbodies also recommend that
ated Programs department; or (3)
schools communicate and pro• For information about the African
apply for LEA status in a SELPA
mote high expectations; make
American Advisory Committee, go to
outside of the district.
decisions
based on current and
www.cde.ca.gov/be/cc/aa/.
In addition to this reorganiconfirmed academic research;
zation, a Los Angeles Charter
focus on securing the necesSchools’ American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
sary academic foundation in the early grades; implement
contract features a number of positive supports for
research-based practices in reading/language arts; hold all
special education delivery in charter schools, includeducational leaders accountable; promote a rigorous curing a needs assessment of special education services
riculum and multiple measurements of assessment; and
across charters, a system for student-level data analysis
ensure that community and student engagement are a prialigned to special education requirements, training for
ority in all educational decisions. The ACSE supports all
pre-identification intervention/response to intervention,
of these recommendations in the effort to ensure equitable
and extended school-year options, among others.  
educational opportunity for all of California’s students.
ACSE
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Early Childhood Transition and Intervention

intervention and transition from IDEA Part C to IDEA
Part B, especially during these years of fiscal challenge that
This year the commission focused on two important
early childhood issues: (1) early intervention and (2) transi- threatens so many beneficial initiatives. The commission
hopes that a focus on these areas will encourage a robust
tion at age three from IDEA Part C (birth to three) to
effort to provide both early intervention services for young
IDEA Part B (preschool and school age).  
Because the long-term, positive benefits of a robust sys- children and positive, effective, and timely transitions for
tem of early intervention services are well documented, the children at age three, when their special education services
cease to be provided through caregivers and service providimpact that funding cuts have had on early intervention
ers and become instead the responsibility of the schools.
service delivery causes legitimate concern statewide.
The benefits of effective transiParent and Community
tion are also widely known. When
Involvement
transition is managed well, it creEarly Intervention
Seven ACSE commissioners are
ates important opportunities for
Early Intervention involves assessing
parents of children with disabiliestablishing positive relationships
and providing services to young children
ties and know the importance of
between schools and families—
and
their
families
to
support
normal
cogparent
and community involverelationships that foster longnitive
and
emotional
development
and
to
ment in the educational lives of
term success for the child. Of the
remediate, lessen, or even prevent a disall children. This involvement
13,356 children who were served
ability or developmental delay. For more
continues to be a top priority for
by Part C in 2009–2010 and
information
about
early
intervention,
the ACSE, as well as for Califorreferred to Part B for eligibility
visit
www.dds.ca.gov/earlystart/.
nia. The State Performance Plan
determination prior to their third
Compelling data related to the paraspecifically targets parent involvebirthday, 97.4 percent were found
mount importance of early intervention
ment in its Indicator 8. The comeligible for Part B. This number
is
featured
at
http://developingchild.
mission has appointed an ad hoc
alone makes a strong argument
harvard.edu/index.php/resources/
committee to explore the followfor the importance of any effort to
multimedia/interactive_features/
ing related issues:
establish more coordination befive-numbers/
tween Part C and Part B agencies
• Increasing parental access to
to secure a seamless transition for
Family Empowerment Centers
every eligible child.
and Parent Training and InforParent and Community Involvement
This fact is not lost at the
mation Centers in the state
national level. As required by the
•
Involving and encouraging
Information for parents and family
federal government, Indicator 12
other
partners, such as princimembers about becoming involved in
in California’s State Performance
pals
and
teachers, to improve
the education of their children is availPlan identifies transition from
district-level facilitation of
able at www.cde.ca.gov/ls/pf/pf/.
Part C to Part B as an imporparental involvement
A Webinar about involving commutant focus for improved efforts
Engaging parents who are in
•
nity business leaders in developing posithroughout the state.  
immediate crisis
tive outcomes for youths is available at
Representatives from the Cali• Expanding the ACSE Web site
http://sparkaction.org/content/april-7fornia Department of Education’s
to create a more “user friendly”
webinar-tools-engaging-business-le.
Department of Developmental
format and to provide links to
Services  and the Alta California
parent resources
Regional Center described to the ACSE the efforts among • Improving due process hearing outcomes for parents
state agencies to collaborate in the delivery of early in• Identifying avenues to connect parents with community
tervention services and to create a standardized service
hubs and local support resources
delivery system that will seamlessly translate across all
• Creating and maintaining a parent handbook of best
agencies that provide early intervention services under
practices for parent and community involvement
IDEA Part C in California. These representatives explained • Accessing information and resources that address cultheir process of referring each child for assessment to the
tural and language barriers, as well as obstacles to using
local school district six months prior to the child’s third
technology
birthday, which will ultimately result in the determination
Given its importance and influence in the lives of
of eligibility and, when appropriate, the creation of an IEP children with disabilities, the involvement of parents and
by the time the child turns three—an important event for community members and organizations will be the focus
successful transition.
of continued attention throughout the 2011–2012 ACSE
The commission will continue to focus on early
meeting year.
vi
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Liaison Efforts

The ACSE is committed to maintainThe concerns of parents and students
ing its positive working relationships
with disabilities focused on issues of
due process, timely educational assessments, eligibility
with stakeholders, organizations, and agencies that are
and placement decisions, access to effective and appropriactive in promoting effective education for students with
ate social and educational opportunities, and the ability of
disabilities. ACSE commissioners regularly attend the
meetings of various groups, share agendas, and coordinate parents to obtain what they considered to be appropriate
special education services for their children.
activities. At each of its meetings, the ACSE also welOrganizations representing special education professioncomes input from parents, students, teachers, advocates,
als expressed grave concerns about two issues in particular:
and organizations.  
Numerous individuals regularly appear before the com- (1) the impact of inappropriately applied approaches to
response to instruction and intervention (RtI2) and (2)
mission and provide valuable information. These include
representatives from the State Board of Education (SBE),
some fairly widespread misunderstanding of the specialized academic instruction (SAI)
the Commission on Teacher Credendesignation. The resulting negative
tialing (CTC), the Youth Leadership
consequences are especially seen
Association, the California Teachers
Participating in the ACSE
in unmanageable caseload sizes
Association (CTA), the California
The
ACSE
welcomes
input
at
its
and the subsequent inability of
Association of Special Educators
meetings
from
anyone
with
an
investteachers to provide quality, indi(CARS+), the California School
ment in positive educational outcomes
vidualized services to students
Employees Association (CSEA), the
for students with disabilities. Guidewith disabilities.  
Charter Schools Association, the
lines
for
participating
in
an
ACSE
The ACSE commissioners deeply
California Speech-Language-Hearmeeting
are
available
at
www.cde.
appreciate the efforts of those
ing Association (CSHA), Special
ca.gov/sp/se/as/acseinputgdlns.asp.
individuals who often travel great
Education Administrators of County
distances at personal expense to
Offices (SEACO), the Special
keep the commission fully aware of
Education Local Plan Area (SELPA)
Association, and the Parent Teacher
Live Webcasts of ACSE Meetings the issues that affect students with
disabilities and the parents and proAssociation (PTA).  
ACSE meetings can be viewed
fessionals committed to their eduCommissioners record the comvia live Webcast from the following
cation. The input these people offer
ments and concerns that these
URL (see page viii for the meeting
helps the commission to structure
people bring to meetings. In
schedule): www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/as/
its future agendas and, whenever
2010–2011, the ACSE documented
acsemtgwebcast.asp.
possible, target advisory efforts.
several recurring themes.  
The ACSE believes the decade ahead
holds great promise in education for all
students, particularly students with disabilities in California. With the adoption of state Common Core Standards,
the ACSE looks forward to advising on
California’s implementation of those
standards, helping ensure access to
curriculum and differentiated instruction, and guiding the development of
accountability measures that include
students with diverse learning needs.
The ACSE is optimistic that the
reauthorizations of both the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act will put more teeth into RtI2
for better early intervention services
and give states a clearer roadmap of the
changing landscape of special educaACSE
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tion. As more districts implement
best practices and proven strategies
around RtI2, positive behavioral
supports, and inclusion, students
with disabilities will have greater opportunities and greater access to the
general education environment.
Meanwhile, the ACSE stresses the
need for vigilance by all stakeholders
to maintain school quality, accountability, and access. Stakeholder
education is key to meeting this need.
The ACSE looks forward to expanding partnerships with Parent Training and Information Centers (PTIs)
and Family Education Centers
(FECs) that will keep parents and
educators apprised of the changes to
California’s educational landscape for
students with disabilities.
u vii

The California Advisory Commission on Special Education . . .
. . . is an advisory body mandated by federal and state statutes to provide recommendations and advice to the State Board
of Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the State Legislature, and the Governor in new or continuing
areas of research, program development, and evaluation in California special education:
“The State has established and maintains an advisory panel for the purpose of providing policy guidance with respect to
special education and related services for children with disabilities in the State.
“Such advisory panel shall consist of members appointed by the Governor, or any other official authorized
under State law to make such appointments, be representative of the State population, and be composed of
individuals involved in, or concerned with, the education of children with disabilities.”
— Public Law 108-446; 20 United States Code (USC) 1412(a)(21) A-D Section 612
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The Secondary Level Sees RtI Success

Response to Intervention at Dixon High School

R

esponse to intervention
(RtI) may be “a work
in progress” at Dixon
High School, as school
officials say, but the emphasis definitely
is on “progress.”
In the years since 2006 when Dixon
began to implement RtI, a three-tiered
pyramid of increasingly intensive
academic and behavioral interventions,
the following has occurred:
• Special day classes (SDC) for all but
those students with the most severe
disabilities have been eliminated and
replaced by curriculum supports and
other interventions.
• Special education students now
spend 74 percent of their time in
regular education classes, a five-percent increase over the past five years.
• The number of district students in
special education has fallen from a
high of 464 in 2007 to 379 in 2010
(out of a total population of 4,000), a
decline of nearly 20 percent.
“There are kids out there who five
or six years ago would have been in
special education but aren’t because of
the interventions,” says Betty Jo
Wessinger, Director of Pupil Services
and Special Education for the Dixon
Unified School District.
The RtI Challenge in High School
RtI—often seen as a way to identify
and support students at the beginning
of their school years before they have
a chance to fail—looks different and
is more challenging at the secondary
level. “In elementary school, students
are learning to read,” says school psychologist Sean McGreevey. “In high
school, they are reading to learn. What
do you do with a tenth grader who is
reading at a fourth-grade level?”
The difficulties inherent in answering that question are “legion but not
insurmountable,” says Kevin Feldman,
consultant in reading and intervention for the Sonoma County Office of
The Special EDge
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Education and an early proponent of
RtI. “It’s never too late to change what
we are doing.”
Blending Classrooms:
Avoiding Duplication
For Dixon, a leadership training
on RtI in 2004–2005 propelled the
change. “Originally we had parallel
[general ed and special ed] classes that
were almost entirely different,” says
McGreevey. “One spring the parallel [special education] civics class had
a very low enrollment. The teacher
started talking with the general ed
teacher and ultimately moved them to
her class with co-teaching. It was really
successful. Lifelong SDC kids managed
the curriculum.”

The high school also had parallel
classes for English language learners, who make up nearly 11 percent
of the school population. “That was
three different classes,” says Wessinger.
“We asked ourselves, ‘Why can’t we
put them all together and create an
additional period of language arts for
students not at grade level?’” So, while
co-teaching “was a great idea,” says
Principal Ivan Chaidez, “we found that
a curriculum support system works
better.”
Curricular Supports
Curriculum support is Dixon’s
middle or second tier of the RtI pyramid. Tier 1 is the core curriculum in
language arts, math, social studies, and
science; and tier 3 involves intensive
interventions “that allow us to be very

individual with the students,” says McGreevey. Curriculum support, taught
by the school’s four special education
teachers, is designed to bolster academic
performance as soon as there is indication that a student is struggling. In
addition to working on general education class assignments, students in tier
2 receive instruction in functional skills,
such as organization, time management,
self-advocacy, study skills, and test taking. Curriculum support teachers and
general education teachers regularly
check students’ academic progress, behavior, and attendance records. Collaboration is essential, says Wessinger. “We
need a syllabus and assignments so we
know what to support.”
Dixon began using Read 180 as its
tier-3 intervention two years ago—and
not just for special education students.
Virginia Lantry’s class, for example,
includes English language learners,
students with IEPs, a student with
behavioral issues, and one who is simply
a slow reader.
That mix is part of Dixon’s philosophy of “getting special ed students
with their non-disabled peers,” says
Wessigner. In her curriculum support
class, Laurie Holm says she is “not perceived as a special education teacher.”
The class includes general ed students
“who maybe need help with structure,
organization, or advocacy,” she says. The
blended classes also lead to improved
behavior, according to McGreevey.
“There are more behavioral problems
when students with learning disabilities
are put together than when they are
dispersed” throughout the school.
Conversely, students with IEPs who
have learning disabilities are not easily identifiable in general education
classes where instructional aides assist
all students. Core teachers may provide
informal interventions in class as well.
Some students, whatever their status,
Dixon, continued page 10
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Dixon

continued from page 9

may redo assignments or re-take tests
as part of differentiated instruction.
Ongoing assessments are a critical
part of the RtI effort, providing teachers with regular feedback about how
interventions are working. Teachers
use formative assessments, often as
frequently as every two to three weeks,
to gauge whether they need to re-teach
or provide instructional support and to
assess what is needed for a student to
move to the next level.
On Track for Graduation
One of the difficulties to be surmounted in implementing RtI at the
high school level involves the issue of
credits. “By the time students get to
high school they are counting credits
and units” needed for graduation, says
Feldman. Certain special education or
support classes—interventions some
students need in order to succeed in
the core curriculum—do not count
toward graduation. “This is a huge
issue,” he says.
At Dixon, each special education
student has a four-year plan that must
include the requisite number of credits
for graduation. The plan is straightforward: only two pages long. The first
page includes all classes that can fulfill
the requirements for graduation. The
second is blank and is filled in by the
student and updated at the beginning
of every semester. This plan provides
a very concrete way for students to
stay on top of their progress.
Dixon also is trying to include more
core material within its interventions,
McCreevey says. For example, “students have to pass a computer class
[to graduate], so we’ve put computers
in curriculum support classes to allow
students to become more familiar
with them.”
The four-year plan is presented when
students enter high school and is one
part of the transition from middle
school. Each year “we get together
with the junior high and look at data
points to determine appropriate placement and course recommendations”
10
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for incoming freshman, says Wessinger.
Additionally, since each of the high
school’s four special education teachers serves as case manager for a gradelevel cohort of students with IEPs and
follows that cohort for four years, the
current case manager for grade 12 will
visit the middle school before the end
of the school year to meet with staff
and the special education students who
will enter high school as ninth graders
in the fall.
With various pieces of RtI in place
throughout the Dixon Unified School
District, the district’s management
team—superintendent and district
officials, school principals, and assistant

principals—met in May to develop
a common language for RtI. In their
definition, “RtI is the framework for
providing systematic behavioral and
academic interventions for all students.
If a student fails to respond to an
intervention, we ask ourselves, ‘What
will we do for the student?’ And we
provide the appropriate interventions.”
Each school site will then develop its
own pyramid of interventions based on
such factors as the demographics of the
school population.
Behavior
At Dixon High, “We continue to
expand and develop the academic side
of the pyramid,” says McGreevey,
“but the behavior side is not quite as
systematic as to what interventions
to provide under what circumstances
to what students. “There are a lot
of problems at this age with drugs,
alcohol, teen sexuality, mental health
issues.” As a work in progress, the RtI
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behavior pyramid also follows a threetiered pattern: the core tier 1 is taught
in every class and includes a schoolwide
set of behavioral expectations, with
such components as attendance policy,
dress code, and office etiquette. In tier
2, a student, usually referred by his or
her teacher, may receive small-group
instruction or after-school tutoring on
issues of behavior; or the student might
be assigned to Saturday school. Tier
3 focuses on the individual student
and may include such interventions as
psychiatric counseling and referral to a
county family services agency.
Overall, the shift away from SDC
classes has meant a shift for many special education teachers as well because
“even kids with IEPs have at most two
classes of special ed,” says Wessinger.
For these teachers, that means more
emphasis on collaboration and consultation rather than direct instruction.
And at Dixon High, recognized as a
California Distinguished School in
2011, the teachers have made the shift
willingly, she says. “Everyone is working together to treat all students in
ways that meet their needs. Their needs
are not all the same, but if they all are
learning, that’s what’s important.”
As Principal Chaidez says, “We have
a responsibility to all students to meet
their needs socially, emotionally, academically, behaviorally. We’re family
here. We’re one team.” u
—Janet Mandelstam

Comparison
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a “demonstrated record of effectiveness
in increasing the academic proficiency of
students.” Finally, these services are to
be selected by the parents and approved
by the state [Sec. 1116 (e) Supplemental
Educational Services]. Schools not making
AYP for four years must undergo corrective action; a failure to achieve AYP for
five years requires school restructuring.
The Intersection of IDEA and NCLB offers
a thorough discussion of how these two
laws interact. (available at www.nea.
org/assets/docs/HE/IDEA
NCLBIntersectionsfina2004.pdf). u
Summer 2011
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access. There wasn’t a guarantee of an
educational level. We weren’t there yet.
We sometimes go on a pendulum, and
Setting up these systems, even the
sometimes it just takes time. But that
multi-tiered system of support, is
law is only 35 years old. My son is now
more expensive because we need the
intervention specialists, the additional 27 years old. He does not know what
it’s like to go to school without kids
arms that are in there. So I think that
sometimes the system and the finances with disabilities. So, in one generation,
get in the way [of establishing effective we have made a sea change in providing not only access but a great educaapproaches] more than a lack of will.
tion for kids with disabilities. With
No Child Left Behind for the first time
West: How can Title I and special
education work more collaboratively to we became accountable for every single
child, and it really pointed a clear lens
support all children?
onto kids with disabilities and the fact
P osny: Thelma [Melendez, Assistant
Secretary for Elementary and Secondary Education] and I talk about this all
the time because we’re talking about
kids who struggle. One group of kids
is disadvantaged, and the other group
has a disability. The cause and effect in
my mind doesn’t make a difference. I
don’t care what the issue is. We need
to provide the supports for any child at
any point in time. Funding again gets
in the way. I don’t think we’ll ever have
enough. Right now even in special
ed, at the federal level we probably
pay about 18 percent of the cost; that
puts the burden, 82 percent, back on
the states and the districts. And that’s
a heavy load to lift. We know there
aren’t sufficient dollars. The same thing
[is true] in terms of Title I. There are
that they were not doing as well. The
a lot more kids who could be served.
[positive] results that I’m seeing now
One of the most popular models is
are something that even six, seven,
to get a “schoolwide” designation for
Title I. If you’re a “targeted assistance” eight years ago we were unable to see.
So did the original intents of IDEA
school—the other designation—you
support collaboration? No. It was to
have to target that assistance. With a
provide access. But over the course
schoolwide designation, you can serve
all kids, and that allows more flexibil- of time, collaboration had to happen.
I think the change started in 1988.
ity and more freedom to serve kids in
That’s when we began to talk not just
a more robust way. The “schoolwide”
is probably a great example of a way to about mainstreaming but about inclusion. And then with the 1997 reauthowork collaboratively, and to use state
rization that was the first time we were
dollars and district dollars, as well.
required to assess kids with disabilities.
Everyone thinks it came about with No
West: How do the original intents of
Child Left Behind, but it came about
IDEA support collaboration?
prior to that. It was only with NCLB
P osny: When it was put into effect in in 2001 and 2002 that we then looked
1975, collaboration wasn’t necessarily
at [students with disabilities] as a sepathere. The law was intended to provide rate subgroup.
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I think we’ve done a great job in a
little over three decades. For me it is
amazing.
West: What are your ideas on best
practices or models of collaboration?

P osny: That’s a tough one. I’m seeing
so many different examples, and there
isn’t [just] one model or one method
that really works. Some people ask, “Is
it top down or is it bottom up?” And
I say it’s all of it. I’ve seen it all work,
depending. The question in psychology
we always asked was, “Do we change
behavior first, or do we change attitude?” And the answer is “Yes.”
If you change behavior, people start
acting differently and their attitude
changes. If you change their attitude,
they start acting differently. It’s the
same thing with models of collaboration. I have seen great models that came
from the teachers themselves. They happen to form a relationship or they happen to be stuck in the same classroom.
Some of the best models of collaboration
come from, “Well, we’re both here; why
don’t we work together.” Or, “We’re
both teaching this particular part. Gee,
why don’t we work together?”
I’ve also seen other models that start
from the administration, especially with
RtI [response to intervention]. A lot of
people have taken RtI far beyond what
it is, which is great, although sometimes people then get confused about
what RtI really stands for. But I have
seen where it started at the superintendent’s level and then became infused
within all of the schools with great
student success.
So, best practices or models? It’s however you can get everyone to work together. It’s kind of like “playing well in
the sand” and knowing that you don’t
walk into your classroom and shut the
door and you’re all by yourself. That’s
not the model that works as well.
West: Not isolation, but relationships.

P osny: That’s correct.

u

(The second part of this interview with
will appear in the Autumn 2011 issue.)
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Overlapping Laws for General Education and Special Education
Because special education was originally conceived as part of general education, the legislation that governs general
education, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA, reauthorized as No Child Left Behind, or NCLB),
also directly affects special educators and students with disabilities in a number of areas: assessment, accountability
(including Adequate Yearly Progress, AYP), sanctions (including School Choice and Supplemental Services), teacher
quality, and paraeducator quality. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) addresses three of these five
areas—assessment, teacher quality, and paraeducator quality. The chart below compares the legal mandates of these
laws across issues, followed by brief explanations of the two provisions of NCLB that are addressed in ways that are
not directly comparable to the mandates of IDEA: accountability and school sanctions.
A sse ssm e n t

H ig h ly
Q u a lifi e d
Te ach e rs

P arapro f e s s io n a ls

ESEA
Annual assessments in all grades must be administered
with appropriate accommodations, guidelines, and
alternate assessments for all students covered by IDEA
[Sec. 1111 (b)(3)(C)].

IDEA uses the term “qualified personnel” to
mean personnel who have met state-approved
or state-recognized certification, licensing,
registration, or other comparable requirements in the area in which the individuals
“Pupil services personnel”—school counselors, school
are providing special education or related
social workers, school psychologists, and other qualified services [Sec. 612(a)(15) Personnel Standards
professional personnel involved in providing assessment, and Sec. 602(22) Related Services].
diagnosis, counseling, educational, therapeutic, and
other necessary services—also must be highly qualified
[Sec. 9101(36) Pupil Services Personnel].
A state may allow paraprofessionals and asEach school or school district receiving Title I funds
sistants who are appropriately trained and
must ensure that all paraprofessionals have (1) comsupervised, in accordance with state law,
pleted at least two years of study at an institution of
higher education; (2) obtained an associate’s (or higher) regulations, or written policy, to assist in the
degree; or (3) met a rigorous standard of quality and can provision of special education and related
services to children with disabilities
demonstrate by a formal state or local academic assessment knowledge of and the ability to assist in instruct- [Sec. 612 (a)(15) Personnel Standards].
ing reading, writing, and mathematics; or knowledge of
and the ability to assist in instructing reading readiness,
writing readiness, and mathematics readiness, as appropriate [Sec. 1119 (c) New Paraprofessionals].
All teachers must be “highly qualified,” which constitutes any public school teacher who has a bachelor’s
degree and holds full state certification [Sec. 9101(23)
Highly Qualified].

Accountability
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP),
NCLB’s approach to accountability,
deserves credit for helping to highlight the importance of focusing on
academic progress for all students.
The AYP provision requires states
“to submit a plan that demonstrates
that the state has adopted challenging academic content standards
and challenging student academic
achievement standards that apply to
all schools and all children attending
public schools in the state” [Sec. 1111
(a)(2) (B)]. NCLB also requires school
districts (LEAs) to “use any academic
12
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IDEA
Students with disabilities must be included
in all state and local assessments with appropriate accommodations or through alternate
assessments [Sec. 612 (a)(17)].

assessments . . . to review annually the
progress of each school to determine
whether the school is making AYP”
[Sec. 1116 (a)(1)(B)].
School Sanctions
NCLB’s school sanctions involve
identifying those schools that are not
making AYP. Students enrolled in
those schools failing to make AYP for
two years must be offered the option
of transferring to another public school
(including a charter school), that has
not been identified for school improvement (unless such an option is prohibited by state law) [Sec. 1116 (b) (E)
Public School Choice].
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Title I schools not achieving AYP for
three or more consecutive years must
make available “supplemental educational services” to students from lowincome families, including those with
disabilities. Supplemental educational
services consist of any additional academic instruction designed to increase
the academic achievement of students;
they include such interventions as
tutoring and remediation. These kinds
of services must be provided outside
of the regular school day, aligned with
the state’s academic content standards,
and provided by individuals who have
Comparison, continued page 10
Summer 2011
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C o lla b o r a t io n
Collaborative Planning/
Collaborative Teaching:
Transforming Theory into Practice
Richard Villa. A comprehensive explanation of the five components necessary
for an effective collaborative teaming
B e h a v io r
process. Includes virtual visits to coBest Behavior: Building Positive
teaching environments, as well as a staff
Behavior Support in Schools
development session, where obstacles
Jeffrey Sprague and Annemieke Golly.
to co-teaching are addressed. 2002.
An evidence-based discipline program
Two videos. Length: 35 minutes each.
that integrates family collaboration with
Call #23388.
proven, easy-to-implement interventions
School, Family and Community
that can be used throughout an entire
school, within an individual classroom, Partnerships Handbook: Your
Handbook for Action
or with just one student. 2005. 241
Joyce Epstein et al. A research-based
pages. Call #23704 or 23705.
framework for six types of involvement
Building Positive Support Systems
that guide state and district leaders,
in Schools: Functional Behavioral
school principals, teachers, parents,
Assessment
and community partners to form AcDeanne Crone and Robert Horner.
tion Teams for Partnerships—dynamic
An up-to-date conceptual model and set
groups that plan, implement, evaluate,
of practical tools for meeting the chaland continually improve family and
lenges of severe problem behavior in
community involvement for student
elementary and middle schools. 2003.
success. 2002. 379 pages. Call #23361.
171 pages. Call #24017.
In n o v a t iv e In s t r u c t io n
Discipline with Dignity: New
Co-Teaching in the Differentiated
Challenges, New Solutions
Classroom: Successful Collaboration,
Richard Curwin, Allen Mendler, and
Brian Mendler. An affirming approach to Lesson Design, and Classroom
managing the classroom that promotes Management
respect for self and others. 2008. 252
Melinda Fattig and Maureen Tormey
pages. Call #24015.
Taylor. Detailed explanations for how
to implement co-teaching programs in
Positive Behavioral Support in the
mixed-ability classrooms. 2008. 126
Classroom: Principles and Practices
pages. Call #23969 or 23970.
Lewis Jackson and Marion Panyan. A
comprehensive approach to helping
RTI in Title I: Tools and Guidance
education professionals evaluate chilto Get It Right
dren with challenging behaviors, tailor Laurie Matzke and Tanya Lunde Neusupport, and link concepts of behavmiller. A resource for seamlessly inteioral support to the broader practices
grating Title I mandates into every step
of schools and society—all through a
of the RtI process—and moving school
blending of research and practical strate- districts closer to achieving AYP for all
gies. 2002. 365 pages. Call #23427.
students. 2008. 67 pages. Call #24067.
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Getting Ready for RTI:
Staff  Training on Key
Principles
John McCook and Joseph Witt.
Practical applications of the tiered
RtI process, designed specifically
to help school staff understand the
service delivery system and how interventions, student progress monitoring,
and instructional decision-making fit
into the RtI framework. 2006. DVD.
Length: 28 minutes. Call #24063 or
24075.
RTI and DI: The Dynamic Duo
Lynn Heintzman and Helene Hanson.
Explains how response to intervention
and differentiated instruction address
the needs of all learners and share common elements: a student-centered focus
and the use of ongoing assessments to
inform decision-making and facilitate
effective instruction. 2009. DVD.
Length: 37 minutes. Call #24012.
RTI: Create Your Own Response to
Intervention—Two Approaches to
Prevent Chronic Failure
Alan Coulter. Features an approach
for helping teachers, principals, and
central office leaders develop customized
response to intervention processes and
early intervening services. In this video,
principals, master teachers, and consultants demonstrate two approaches: the
protocol approach and the problemsolving approach that meet the intent
and spirit of IDEA 2004. 2007. DVD.
Length: 185 minutes. Call #24089 or
24090.
RTI Tackles the LD Explosion:
A Good IDEA Becomes Law
Karen Norlander and Karen Kemp.
Explains the implications of changes in
federal law addressing the identification of children with learning disabilities and how schools can move special
education and general education toward
a unified and effective collaborative
model. 2006. DVD. Length: 57 minutes. Call #23936.

.
..

The RiSE (Resources in Special
Education) Library freely lends materials to California residents; the borrower
pays only for return postage. The items
on this page represent a small sample
of the library’s holdings; go to www.
php.com/services/libraries to search the
complete list. To order materials, phone
or e-mail RiSE librarian Judy Bower:
408-727-5775; judy@php.com.

. . . when you can borrow?
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Internet Resources
C o lla b o r a t io n
www.naesp.org/resources/1/
Principal/2008/N-Dp12.pdf
From the National Association of
Elementary School Principals, Collaborating with Special Education
Administrators (2008) addresses how
school principals and special educators can work together to educate all
children within the context of legislated
requirements.
www.ncset.org/publications/issue/
NCSETIssueBrief_2.1.pdf
This Issues Brief written by the National
Center on Secondary Education and
Transition (NCSET), Collaboration
Between General and Special Education: Making It Work, offers a compelling argument, as well as research and
financial justification, for collaboration
between general education and special
education.
www.wested.org/online_pubs/
RD-04-01.pdf
This issue of WestEd’s R&D Alert—
When Special Education and General Education Unite, Everyone
Benefits—addresses the accountability requirements mandated by the
No Child Left Behind Act, how those
requirements are making the education
of students with disabilities the concern
of all educators, and how the alignment
of general and special education will
ultimately better serve all students.
www.calstat.org/collaborative
messages.html
The research-based core messages
featured on this page support efforts
between general education and special
education to work together to educate
all students. The core messages were designed to serve as a guide for collaborative efforts at all levels, from individual
classroom, to school site, to school
district. Each message includes references and links to additional, relevant
resources and materials that are available free and online.
14
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T h e In d iv id u a liz e d
E d u c a t io n P r o g r a m (IE P )
www.nichcy.org/schoolage/iep
The National Dissemination
Center for Children with Disabilities (NAEYC) provides resources about
IEPs: what the law requires, what information a typical IEP contains, how IEPs
are developed, and more.
www.tsbvi.edu/seehear/winter 05/
seven.htm
Seven Habits of Highly Effective IEP
Teams outlines qualities and behaviors
that, when used by parents and teachers
who serve on the same IEP team, guarantee the best possible outcome: school
success for students with disabilities.

P o s it iv e B e h a v io r
S u p p o rts
www.apbs.org/
The Association for Positive Behavior Support is dedicated to promoting
research-based strategies that combine
applied behavior analysis and biomedical science with person-centered values
in the development of a systems-change
approach to increasing quality of life
and decreasing problem behaviors in
individuals. The organization’s Web
site features information about positive
behavior support as it is applied to autism spectrum disorder, developmental
disabilities, emotional and behavioral
disorders, and traumatic brain injury.
This site provides a range of helpful information targeted for families, schools,
districts, and states.
www.modelprogram.com/
MODEL: Managing On-site Discipline for Effective Learning was
created by two San Bernardino County
school psychologists as a vehicle for
distributing materials and resources to
schools and districts that are engaged
in building systems of positive behavior
support (PBS). The site is packed with
practical, proven materials to support
every aspect of PBS efforts at all levels.
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www.pbis.org/
The Office of Special Education Programs’ Technical Assistance Center
on Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports provides schools
the capacity-building information and
technical assistance needed for identifying, adapting, and sustaining effective
schoolwide disciplinary practices. The
center’s Web site offer dozens of resources for school and district staff interested
in supporting positive behavior, decreasing instances of bullying, and creating
optimal environments for learning.

R e s p o n s e t o In t e r v e n t io n
www.interventioncentral.org/index.
php/academic-resources
Intervention Central is devoted to
making high-quality resources for response to intervention (RtI) available
at no cost, providing teachers, schools,
and districts with publications on effective academic and behavioral intervention practices, articles to guide the
successful implementation of RtI, and
interactive tools to assist in the creation
of assessments and other materials to
help struggling students in the classroom and throughout the school.
www.rti4success.org/
The National Center on Response to
Intervention features a library, training
modules, and a newsletter devoted to
information about RtI. The center also
offers training and technical assistance
to states and school districts interested
in implementing RtI.
www.centeroninstruction.org/
response-to-intervention-trainingfor-california-educators
Response to Intervention: Training
for California Educators (2006) is a
five-video sequence that provides a
comprehensive overview and exploration
of response to intervention from a
variety of perspectives. The videos are
titled RtI—Why Now?, What Is RtI?,
RtI—Getting Started, Instruction in RtI
Systems, and Administrative Issues in RtI.
Summer 2011
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2011–2012 Calendar
S e p t e m b e r 2 2 –2 4 , 2 0 1 1
Facing the Future—
Building on the Past
The 2011 conference of the Council for
Children with Behavioral Disorders will
highlight effective practices to improve
outcomes for challenging students. The
conference is designed for professionals, students, and parents who have an
interest in education, mental health,
juvenile justice, or related fields. New
Orleans, LA. For more information,
phone 504-525-5566; or go to www.
ccbd.net/event/2011-ccbd-conference.
O c t o b e r 1 3 –1 4 , 2 0 1 1
Youth Change—Breakthrough
Strategies to Teach and Counsel
Troubled Youth
This workshop offers updated, innovative solutions to turn around troubled
children and youths ages 5 through
18. The event is designed for teachers, counselors, special educators, social
workers, juvenile court workers, foster
parents, or anyone who works with
hard-to-reach, hard-to-manage children and youths. Portland, OR. For
more information, contact Ruth Wells
at dwells@youthchg.com or 503-9824220; or go to www.youthchg.com.
O c t o b e r 1 9 –2 2 , 2 0 1 1
Building Ethical Communities:
18th National Forum on
Character Education
Sponsored by the Character Education
Partnership, this forum is designed for
educators working within established
character education programs and those
exploring ways to develop an ethical
culture in their school communities.
The event includes breakout sessions,
in-depth workshops, interactive discussions, and more. San Francisco, CA.
For more information, contact
Rebecca Sipos at rsipos@character.
org or 202-296-7743, ext. 20; or go to
www.character.org/2011conference.
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N o v e m b e r 1 7 –1 9 , 2 0 1 1
The 27th Annual International
Conference on Young Children with
Special Needs and Their Families
Sponsored by the Division for Early
Childhood, the sessions and discussions
in this conference will focus on transformative approaches in early intervention/
early childhood special education and
on redefining work with children by
re-evaluating and reflecting on beliefs
and experiences. The conference offers
comprehensive coverage of the issues
in early childhood special education
for early intervention specialists, early
childhood special educators, mental
health specialists, administrators, Head
Start staff, parents and family members, child care providers, researchers,
policy makers, and anyone interested or
involved in the issues of early childhood
special education. National Harbor,
MD. For more information, e-mail
dec@dec-sped.org; or go to www.
dec-sped.org/Conference.

Mail this in . . .

F e b r u a r y 9 –1 1 , 2 0 1 2
PEAK’s Annual 2012 Conference on
Inclusive Education
This conference is designed for family
members, general and special educators,
and school administrators. Family members will learn ways to increase family
and school collaboration; educators will
learn about research-based educational
strategies that enhance learning for all
students; and administrators will learn
how to lead teachers to support all students to achieve. Denver, CO. For more
information, phone: 719-531-9400,
800-284-0251; e-mail conference@
peakparent.org; or go to www.
conference.peakparent.org.
T h e N a t io n a l C e n t e r o n
R e s p o n s e t o In t e r v e n t io n
makes available recent Webinars
about RtI. Go go www.rti4
success.org/, click on “Events”
and then on “Webinars” for a
complete listing.
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Interview with Alexa Posny
This interview with Alexa Posny, Assistant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, was conducted in Dr. Posny’s offices in
Washington, DC, on April 19, 2011, by educational consultant Geri West. The interview is exclusive to The Special EDge.

West: Do you think the current
budget challenges create their own
incentives in support of collaboration
between special education and general
education?

P osny: Congress has just resolved the
budget for 2011 and they held education relatively harmless. In fact, we
even got an increase in money for Race
to the Top1 and new reforms and transformational ideas. There were no cuts
whatsoever to IDEA [Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act] and ESEA
[Elementary and
Secondary Education Act]. We
do have budget
challenges. But
when I think
about funding
for students
with disabilities
and people with
disabilities,
we’re doing OK.
The challenges
really come at
the state level.
That’s going to
continue until
the states can
turn around
their own economies. The best part of the question is
that it means we’re going to become
far more efficient and really partner
with all the other parts of education.
Almost 60 percent of our kids with
disabilities are in general ed for more
than 80 percent of the day. Who are
the primary instructors for our kids
with disabilities these days? It’s general
1. Details about Race to the Top are at
http://earlyed.new america.net/
blogposts/2011/merging_the_
early_learning_challenge_fund_
with_race_to_the_top-48354.
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educators. Special education is a support within that system. It’s no longer a silo. We are part of the [larger]
system. And we provide the additional
supports and interventions that kids
need. So I do think that collaborative efforts are all to the good, that we
will work smarter, and provide better
supports. Special educators, including
related services personnel, know how to
teach the kids who struggle the most.
Isn’t that advantageous for every child
in this country? And can’t we use that

for everyone? When I think of general educators, their knowledge of the
content and curriculum and standards
is exactly what we need in special ed so
that we hold kids to the highest level
possible. So it’s good for all of us as we
begin to work on all of this together.
West: Doug Reeves and others insist
that we know what to do to educate all
children but sometimes lack the will.
How can we support school leaders to
develop the will and the resilience to
do it?
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P osny: I’m a total optimist and be-

lieve that everyone wants to do what is
right for kids. Do they have the will?
I would hope that anyone who is an
educational leader absolutely wants
to do the right thing for every child.
But I wonder if it’s not the will that’s
not here but if it’s the system that
gets in the way. And you’re talking to
someone from the U.S. Department of
Education. Sometimes there are some
barriers that are thrown up. I do think
the funding streams get in the way.
We certainly have
to be conscious
of and be set up
to monitor the
dollars. Don’t get
me wrong: it’s
incredibly important that the
money goes where
it’s intended. But
unfortunately [a
funding stream]
sometimes forces
people to continue
to operate in silos
and maybe not
allow as much flexibility as needed.
I think educators
have some good
ideas on what they could do, and sometimes we get in the way—by “we” I’m
talking about any of the bureaucracies.
When Arne [Duncan, U.S. Secretary of
Education] talks about what the reform
is, he says it’s about being tight on
what we want but loose on the means
and how to get there—tight on outcomes and loose on means—with the
idea that, if we get the results we want
for kids, then we can give the good
actors the ability to go after what they
think really needs to be done.
Posny, continued page 11
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